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Sudden environmental toxic pollution accidents occur from time to time at home and abroad, seriously affecting the safety of the
ecological environment. Different environmental factors affect the use of manual inspection and analysis methods, causing
inaccurate results of inspection and analysis. In view of this problem, a large data technology-based analysis of sudden ecological
environmental toxic pollution is proposed.Method. .e genome and proteome in different environments were analyzed, and the
target organisms were strictly defined to determine the effect of the molecular toxicity of pollution factors on the ecological
environment. According to the molecular toxicity, the sudden eco-environmental toxicity pollution was analyzed using large data
technology. Under the action of different particle sizes, dosages, and adsorption times of activated carbon, the experiments
confirmed that the results of large data technology analysis are more accurate, which have provided necessary means for the
protection of the ecological environment.

1. Introduction

Recently, sudden environmental toxic pollution accidents
have occurred in China from time to time, seriously affecting
China’s economic development and people’s daily life [1].
.e research on this issue has become a front-burner issue in
the field of environmental protection in China. Sudden
ecological environmental toxic pollution indicates that water
quality in the water protection area is polluted instanta-
neously by sudden pollutant leakage, which seriously
threatens the safety of water source area [2]. .e main
reasons for this sudden pollution include illegal discharge of
conventional pollution sources, entry of urban and rural
nonpoint source pollution into river ways by rain wash, oil
spill, abrupt change of water quality, abrupt change of cli-
mate, and man-made poisoning [3]. Sudden pollution
phenomena are mainly reflected in water pollution; its
uncertainties of occurrence, development, and harm cause
serious water quality safety and ecological safety problems in
China; frequent environmental pollution accidents are

caused by chemicals, uncertainty of emergency objects, and
so on, which not only brings huge economic loss but also
results in the serious damage of ecological environment [4].
.e sudden ecological environmental pollution accidents
have become a potential threat to China’s water source safety
and environmental quality [5]. In order to prevent the
sudden water pollution accidents, it is particularly necessary
and urgent to analyze the sudden ecological environmental
toxic pollution.

With long incubation period and no fixed treatment way,
sudden ecological environmental toxic pollution accidents
seriously harm the ecological environment. .erefore,
correct methods shall be selected to treat sudden ecological
environmental toxic pollution accidents. Previous methods
used to treat sudden ecological environmental toxic pollu-
tion accidents mainly included physical, chemical, and
physicochemical methods. Among them, in terms of
physical method, physical separation is applied to separate
nonsoluble substances fromwater and make the discharge of
petrochemical wastewater meet the national discharge
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standard; in respect of chemical method, chemical reaction
is used to treat dissolved substances in sewage, so as to
improve water quality; with regard to physical-chemical
method, the metabolism of microorganisms is used to treat
organic pollutants suspended in water [6]. Among the above
three analysis methods, the chemical method will cause
secondary pollution easily, the physicochemical method
takes a long time for analysis without reaching the emer-
gency treatment effect, and the physical method is relatively
safe and will not cause secondary pollution to the ecological
environment [7].

With the support of physical analysis method, the re-
search made by big data technology will undoubtedly im-
prove the efficiency of treating sudden ecological
environmental toxic pollution, so it is of great significance to
promote the future development of pollution treatment
plants [8].

2. Target Organism Definition of
Environmental Genome and Proteome

As an integrated product of proteome and environmental
science genome, ecological environmental proteome mainly
studies the biomolecular toxicity caused by environmental
pollution factors; the interaction law among pollutants,
proteome, and genome; and the pollution analysis methods.

2.1. Genome. As a general term for a living entity’s genes,
genome is an important tool to carry information with the
characteristics of uniqueness and stability. Environmental
genome refers to the sum of genes responding to envi-
ronmental factors, which is gradually formed with the re-
search progress of genes responding to environmental
factors. .e effect of pollution factors on genes is detected to
explain the molecular genetic toxicity mechanism of sudden
ecological environmental toxic pollutants and the interfer-
ence principle that different living entities bear different
pollution factors, predict the consequences caused by pol-
lution, and provide targeted solutions [9].

Environmental genome and proteome depend on each
other [10]. .e theory of environmental genome is mastered
to research all cells in a living entity, and the same set of
characteristic genomes is used to study the genomic gene
under different pollution factors, different time conditions,
and different intensity processes [11], so as to understand
proteins with different polymorphism and pleiotropy. In the
process of researching environmental genome, it is necessary
to strictly define the target organisms and external envi-
ronmental factors [12].

2.2. Proteome. Proteome is a general term of all proteins
expressed by genome [13]. Protein identification technology
is applied on a large scale to study the structure of genomic
proteins and construct functional patterns. Currently,
proteome is mainly used to study dynamic proteome with
high activity, large-scale protein separation, and identifi-
cation [14]. In a complex environment, the dynamic process
of proteome is analyzed to provide direct evidence for the

study of molecular toxicity of pollutants [15]..e invasion of
exogenous pollutants threatens the living entity, directly acts
on the body protein, changes the normal functions of
protein, and affects the output and activity of genetic protein
[16].

Environmental proteome is used to study the interaction
between proteome and environmental pollution, find the
markers of protein molecules of pollutant targets by ap-
plying the proteome theory, so as to analyze the effect of
environmental pollution on the expression features of
protein, determine the molecular toxicity caused by the
action of sudden environmental toxic pollution factors on
proteome, and avoid the threat to human health through the
definition of target organism and external environment
factors [17].

3. Analysis of Sudden Ecological Environmental
Pollution Situation

.e molecular toxicity of sudden environmental pollution
was analyzed based on the above-determined proteome and
genomic target organisms [18]. .e molecular toxicity of
pollution is shown in Figure 1.

.e average value and relative pollution intensity of the
polluted ecological environment were calculated according
to the molecular toxicity compound [19]. .e specific cal-
culation formula is shown as follows:

Z �
X1 + X2 + X3 + · · · + Xn

2
, (1)

P �
Z1

Z2
× 100%. (2)

In (1) and (2), X expresses the polluted area;Z1 repre-
sents the analysis value of relative pollution intensity under
the research content of proteome; andZ2 represents the
analysis value of relative pollution intensity under the re-
search content of proteome.

Changing situation of target organisms in the polluted
ecological environment is shown in Figure 2.

According to different isoelectric points of proteins, the
sample proteins were focused under the PH density gradient,
and the proteins with different isoelectric points were ob-
tained by the first electrophoretic separation. For the
products after first electrophoretic separation [20], two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis was used to obtain proteins
with different molecular toxicity. After ionizing the protein
sample, the molecular structure was determined according
to the difference in the mass-to-charge ratio of different ions
[21]. Environmental proteomics was used to analyze envi-
ronmental internal-secretion interfering-substance and
various diseases of the reproductive system, including
spermoblasts, quality of male organisms, and dis-
proportionality between male and female organisms. Big
data technology with high throughput and high sensitivity
was used to analyze the corresponding location of specific
proteins and determine the molecular structure of specific
proteins accordingly, so as to analyze the molecular toxicity
of sudden ecological environmental pollution.
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4. Large Data Technology-Based Analysis of
Sudden Ecological Environmental
Toxic Pollution

With strong decision-making ability and insight, big data
technology is used to collect data within a certain time range
by conventional software. .e features of big data can be
described by volume, variety, value, and speed. With large
data size, volume is usually represented by P; data are widely
diverse; value refers to relatively low data value density; and
speed means quick big data processing, which is a dis-
tinguishing feature used to distinguish big data technology
from traditional technology. Used to better dig and store
relevant governance data, big data technology is of great
significance to break through the sudden ecological envi-
ronmental toxic pollution in China when combined with
physical methods [22].

With good adsorption effect, fruit-peel activated carbon is
suitable for the analysis of sudden ecological environmental
toxic pollution. .erefore, fruit-peel activated carbon was
used to treat the ecological environmental pollution. Main
activities of fruit-peel activated carbon are shown in Table 1.

In order to prevent activated carbon from being inter-
fered by other impurities, the activated carbon shall be
soaked in ultrapure water to remove the impurities attached
to the activated carbon, dried at the temperature of 120°C,
and aired for standby application.

4.1. Particle Size of Activated Carbon. .e volume and speed
characteristics of big data technology were used to determine
the optimal particle size of activated carbon. After adding the
activated carbon of 2 g, 4 g, 6 g, 8 g, and 10 g with intermediate
particle size to a solution of 200mL, the basic water sample,
the solution was stirred in the blender at a temperature of
30°C and speed of 150 r/min, so as to investigate the prob-
ability of removing sudden ecological environmental toxic
pollution by activated carbon with different particle sizes. .e
results of investigation are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that low-mass activated carbon has
large capacity to absorb molecular toxicity of sudden
ecological environmental pollution, and its adsorption
capacity is increasingly gentle as the mass increases.
Activated carbon with large particle size has relatively
high rate of removing molecular toxicity of sudden
ecological environmental pollution and relatively stable
removal effect, which laid a foundation for the emergency
treatment of molecular toxicity of sudden ecological
environmental pollution.

4.2. Dosage of Activated Carbon. By using the speed char-
acteristic of big data technology, the amount of activated
carbon that has reached the test standard was found, and the
gradient value of the dosage of activated carbon was de-
termined. .e initial reaction conditions were designed and
controlled to ensure that the stirring time was 2 h and 24 h,
so as to fully observe the mass of activated carbon. .rough
analyzing the removal rate and adsorption capacity of ac-
tivated carbon numerically, the gradient value of the dosage
of activated carbon was determined.

From Figure 4, the dosage of activated carbon with
different masses has an obvious effect on the treatment of

o

Figure 1: Molecular toxicity compound of pollution.

Photoeletric
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Figure 2: Changing situation of target organisms in the polluted
ecological environment.

Table 1: Main activities of fruit-peel activated carbon.

Parameter Indicator
Weight of iodine 1000 (mg/g)
Adsorption rate of methylene blue 12.0 (mg/L)
Superficial area 400–800 (m2/g)
Density 1.5 (g/mL)
Particle size 0.65–4.35 nm
Moisture 15%
pH 5-6
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Figure 3: Adsorption capacity of activated carbon with different
particle sizes.
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sudden ecological environmental toxic pollution. With the
increase of the dosage of activated carbon, the removal rate
rose rapidly at first and then tended to rise gently:

(1) For the removal rate of 24 h, when the mass of ac-
tivated carbon was 5, 10, and 15 g, the removal rate of
activated carbon was 60%, 76%, and 91%, respec-
tively. When the mass of activated carbon was 20, 25,
30, 35, and 40 g, the removal rate of activated carbon
was 86%, 89%, 84%, 96%, and 97%, respectively.

(2) For the removal rate of 2 h, when the mass of ac-
tivated carbon was 5, 10, and 15 g, the removal rate of
activated carbon was 60%, 76%, and 91%, respec-
tively. When the mass of activated carbon was 20, 25,
30, 35, and 40 g, the removal rate of activated carbon
was 93%, 95%, 96%, 97%, and 98%, respectively.

Activated carbon which has adsorbed in water sample
for 2 h and 24 h has basically the same removal efficiency.
Because activated carbon almost reached the saturated state
after having adsorbed for 2 h, adsorption time shall be less
than or equal to 2 h; in this way, the gradient value of ac-
tivated carbon dosage was determined, and the level of
sudden ecological environmental toxic pollution was ana-
lyzed based on the dosage of activated carbon at 2 h.

4.3. Adsorption Time of Activated Carbon. Selected by using
the volume characteristic of big data technology, the ad-
sorption time of activated carbon shall be more than 10min,
and too short adsorption time of activated carbon put re-
peatedly and manually shall be avoided. In order to avoid
serious pollution caused by excessive flow velocity, the
adsorption time of activated carbon shall not be too long;
besides, because activated carbon almost reaches the satu-
ration state after 2 h, the minimum adsorption time of

activated carbon shall be set as 10min, so as to investigate
the probability of removing sudden ecological environ-
mental toxic pollution by activated carbon at different ad-
sorption time. .e research results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that activated carbon with different
masses has obvious effect on the treatment of sudden
ecological environmental toxic pollution. As time goes by,
three broken lines show different states:

(1) .e removal rate of activated carbon with small
particle size has been 92% from 10min to 70min but
increased to 99% from 70min to 80min.

(2) .e removal rate of activated carbon with medium
particle size was 60%, 76%, and 84%, respectively, at
10, 20, and 30min. .e broken line of the removal
rate of activated carbon showed a slow rising trend at
40, 50, 60, 70, and 80min.

(3) .e removal rate of activated carbon with large
particle size was 52% and 69%, respectively, at 10 and
20 minutes. .e broken line of the removal rate of
activated carbon also showed a slow rising trend at
40, 50, 60, 70, and 80min.

With the increase of adsorption time, the optimal ad-
sorption time of activated carbon with different particle sizes
was different: 70min with small particle size, 30min with
medium particle size, and 20min with large particle size..e
optimal adsorption time of activated carbon with different
particle sizes can be determined by using big data tech-
nology, so as to analyze the degree of sudden toxic pollution
of ecological environment.

.rough analyzing the adsorption time of activated
carbon with different particle sizes and dosages, the big data
technology was used to study the sudden ecological envi-
ronmental toxic pollution. According to the research results,
activated carbon with large particle size has high rate of
removing molecular toxicity of sudden ecological environ-
mental pollution, with relatively stable removal effect; at 2 h,
the activated carbon almost reached the saturated state, and
the gradient value of the dosage of activated carbon was
determined by taking the dosage of activated carbon dosage
at 2 h as the standard; the activated carbon with different
particle sizes has different optimal adsorption time.
According to the analysis content, the optimal adsorption
time of activated carbon with different particle sizes was
determined to ensure the stable effect of removing molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution.

5. Analysis of Experimental Verification

In order to further verify the feasibility and stability of the
analysis methods of sudden ecological environmental toxic
pollution based on big data technology, further experimental
verification and analysis of this technology shall be made.

5.1. Experimental Environment. In the laboratory, the
software and hardware environment constructed by existing
experimental conditions were used to test the sudden eco-
logical environmental toxic pollution analysis methods
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Figure 4: Removal rate of pollutant toxicity of activated carbon
with different masses.
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based on big data technology. .e test equipment included
3 PC main engines, 1 communication server, and 1 database
server. .e specific configuration parameters are shown in
Table 2.

.e list of software version numbers is shown in Table 3.

.e database was deployed on the database server, and
the related programs were deployed on the application
server.

5.2. Analysis and Discussion of Experimental Results

5.2.1. Changing the Particle Size of Activated Carbon. In this
experiment, during the process of treating the molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution,
we only needed to change the particle size of activated
carbon and divide it into large, medium, and small with
the ranges of 5–8 mesh, 8–21 mesh, and >21 mesh,
successively. .e activated carbon with the dosage of 15 g
and the concentration of 45 g/L was selected to be
absorbed in water for about one day, so as to obtain the
water samples of the molecular toxicity of sudden eco-
logical environmental pollution with different concen-
trations. .e concentrations of water samples are shown
in Table 4.

Based on Table 4, manual analysis method, chemical
analysis method, and big data technology analysis method
were used to verify and analyze the degree of molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution.

(1) Large Particle Size. Changing situation of the toxicity of
pollutants with large particle size under different analysis
methods is shown in Figure 6.

From Figure 6, with the increase of time, the toxicity of
pollutants changed from high toxicity of 0.32mg/L to low
toxicity of 0.22mg/L bymanual analysis method; the toxicity

of pollutants changed from high toxicity of 0.32mg/L to low
toxicity of 0.20mg/L by chemical method; and the toxicity of
pollutants changed from high toxicity of 0.32mg/L to low
toxicity of 0.06mg/L by big data technology, which showed
that the physical separation method in the big data tech-
nology analysis method can be used to remove a large
amount of biological toxicity of pollutants with large particle
size.

(2) Medium Particle Size. Changing situation of the toxicity
of pollutants with medium particle size under different
analysis methods is shown in Figure 7.

.e toxicity of pollutants changed from high toxicity of
0.21mg/L to medium toxicity of 0.14mg/L by manual
analysis; the toxicity of pollutants changed from high tox-
icity of 0.21mg/L to low toxicity of 0.12mg/L by chemical
method; and the toxicity of pollutants changed from high
toxicity of 0.32mg/L to low toxicity of 0.02mg/L by big data
technology, which showed that the physical separation
method in the big data technology analysis method can be
used to remove a large amount of biological toxicity of
pollutants with medium particle size.

(3) Small Particle Size. Changing situation of the toxicity of
pollutants with small particle size under different analysis
methods is shown in Figure 8.

.e toxicity of pollutants changed from high toxicity of
0.20mg/L to medium toxicity of 0.13mg/L by manual
analysis method; the toxicity of pollutants changed from
high toxicity of 0.20mg/L to medium toxicity of 0.10mg/L
by chemical method; and the toxicity of pollutants changed
from high toxicity of 0.20mg/L to low toxicity of 0.02mg/L
by big data technology, which showed that the physical

Table 2: Table of configuration parameters.

Hardware Equipment Parameter explanation

CPU

Main engine Intel Pentium(R) dual-
core CPU E5400

Data communication
server I3-6100/8G/1 T

Database server I3-6100/8G/1 T

Internal
storage

Main engine 4G
Data communication

server 16G

Database server 16G

Hardware

Main engine 500G
Data communication

server 1 T

Database server 1 T

Table 3: List of software version numbers.

Name Version no.
Ubuntu 11.05
JDK 1.6.0_64
Hadoop 1.1.2
Sqoop 1.4.4
Hive 0.11.1
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Figure 5: Removal rate of activated carbon at different time.
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separation method in the big data technology analysis
method can be used to remove a large amount of biological
toxicity of pollutants with small particle size.

5.2.2. Changing the Dosage of Activated Carbon. In this
experiment, during the process of treating the molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution, we
only needed to change the dosage of activated carbon and
keep other conditions unchanged. .e effluent concentra-
tion is shown in Table 5.

Based on Table 5, three analysis methods were used to verify
and analyze the level of molecular toxicity of sudden ecological
environmental pollution, which is shown in Table 6.

From Table 6, by the manual analysis method, activated
carbon with different dosages has different levels of molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution. .e ac-
tivated carbon with the dosage of 2 g, 4 g, 6 g, 8 g, 20 g, and 40g
was consistent with the original toxicity level; by the chemical
analysis method, the activated carbon with the dosage of 2 g, 4 g,
20 g, and 40g was consistent with the original toxicity level; by
the big data analysis method, activated carbon with different
dosages had different levels of molecular toxicity of sudden
ecological environmental pollution and was consistent with the
original toxicity level, which showed that big data analysis
method can achieve more accurate analyzing results.

5.2.3. Changing the Adsorption Time of Activated Carbon.
In this experiment, during the process of treating molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution, we
only needed to change the adsorption time of activated
carbon. .e effluent concentration is shown in Table 7.

Table 4: Samples with different particle sizes of molecular toxicity of ecological environmental pollution.

Particle size of activated carbon Large-sized particle Medium-sized particle Small-sized particle
Effluent concentration of samples (mg/L) 0.32 0.21 0.20
Relative pollution intensity 0.10 0.15 0.16
Toxicity level Highly toxic Highly toxic Highly toxic
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Figure 6: Changing situation of the toxicity of pollutants with large
particle size under different analysis methods.
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Figure 7: Changing situation of the toxicity of pollutants with
medium particle size under different analysis methods.
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Figure 8: Changing situation of the toxicity of pollutants with
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Based on Table 7, three analysis methods were used to verify
and analyze the level of molecular toxicity of sudden ecological
environmental pollution, which is shown in Figure 9.

From Figure 9, with the increase of adsorption time, by
big data technology, activated carbon was consistent with the
actual concentration; however, the concentrations obtained
by manual analysis method and chemical method were
greatly different from the actual concentration.

In conclusion, the analysis results of sudden ecological
environmental toxic pollution by using the combination of
big data technology with physical methods were accurate
and consistent with the actual results.

6. Conclusion

Starting from the subjects of environmental proteome and
genome, the research on the molecular toxicity of sudden

Table 5: Samples with different dosages of molecular toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution.

Dosage (g) Concentration of activated carbon (g/L) Relative pollution intensity Toxicity level
2 14 0.25 Highly toxic
4 28 0.29 Highly toxic
6 42 0.33 Heavily toxic
8 56 0.35 Heavily toxic
10 70 0.40 Heavily toxic
20 140 0.40 Medium toxic
40 280 0.45 Medium toxic
80 560 0.55 Low toxic
100 700 0.65 Low toxic

Table 6: .ree analysis methods to verify the pollution level of molecular toxicity.

Dosage of activated carbon (g) Manual analysis method Chemical analysis method Big data technology analysis
2 Highly toxic Highly toxic Highly toxic
4 Highly toxic Highly toxic Highly toxic
6 Heavily toxic Highly toxic Heavily toxic
8 Heavily toxic Highly toxic Heavily toxic
10 Medium toxic Medium toxic Heavily toxic
20 Medium toxic Medium toxic Medium toxic
40 Medium toxic Medium toxic Medium toxic
80 Medium toxic Medium toxic Low toxic
100 Medium toxic Medium toxic Low toxic

Table 7: Samples with different adsorption time of molecular
toxicity of sudden ecological environmental pollution.

Adsorption
time (h)

Concentration of
activated carbon

(mg/L)

Relative
pollution
intensity

Toxicity
level

0 0.23 0.10 Acutely
toxic

0.2 0.21 0.11 Acutely
toxic

0.4 0.19 0.18 Highly
toxic

0.6 0.18 0.25 Highly
toxic

0.8 0.15 0.32 Heavily
toxic

1.0 0.12 0.11 Medium
toxic

1.2 0.9 0.18 Medium
toxic

1.4 0.08 0.22 Medium
toxic

1.6 0.04 0.25 Medium
toxic

1.8 0.02 0.24 Medium
toxic
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Figure 9: Different analysis methods to verify the pollution level of
molecular toxicity.
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ecological environmental pollution is applicable to the
analysis techniques of environment with different pollution
levels. Taking the database of environmental proteome as the
center, the molecular toxicity was detected and analyzed by
big data technology. During the process of analyzing the
molecular toxicity of sudden ecological environmental
pollution, big data technology can be used to successfully
analyze the damage situation of molecular genome as a
simple tool to supervise and assess molecular toxicity, which
is expected to be applied in the field of environmental
pollutant toxicity detection.

Due to the restrictions on experimental environment,
the big data technology involved in the research content is
only supported by relevant theories and simple equipment.
.is means that the content of the article is more theoretical.
In terms of detecting the existing pollution molecules, the
research on the molecular toxicity of sudden ecological
environmental pollution plays a certain guiding role in
protecting the environment, but there are still some limi-
tations. .erefore, in the follow-up research process, it is
necessary to combine practice with experiment, improve the
experimental conditions, and increase the treatment effi-
ciency of pollution molecules.
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